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Book Descriptions:

bose lifestyle 38 service manual

No part of this work may be reproduced, modified, distributed or otherwise used without prior
written permission. Confidential Unpublished Works. SACD An abbreviation for Super Audio
Compact Disc, which is used for highresolution digital audio stored on a CDsized disc.It involves use
of the media center and a simple 3step procedure for storing your music. Note Your system is
designed to store the tracks of regular CDs only. It will not store MP3 tracks or the contents of
DVDs. As a further benefit, Bose issues update discs to keep the music databases current. So even
your newest CD acquisitions will have this information available. Simply press any button. There is
no need to aim the remote at the media center. Power and mute Turns the system on and off. Selects
the source last used. Mutes the volume for all connected speakers main and in other rooms. Library
Enters or exits the Settings menu for the current source. Enters the main menu of a cable or satellite
box. Skip backward or forward to the next CD track, DVD chapter, radio preset NOT to stored music
preset, or to TV channel. Chapter Preset Track. The media center The disc tray and system controls
are located under the front panel door of the media center. Shows when the track or disc playing is
set to repeat. Repeat Disc Shows when a disc in the disc tray is playing. Track Shows when a track is
playing. With the media center turned off, use the controls on its front panel to follow these steps
Press and hold the Enter button on the media center. This turns the system on and selects the
source at the same time. Most of these adjust ments can be made as you press the up and down
arrows on the remote and press Enter to select from options that appear on the media center
display. When you hear a track that is inappropriate for the selected preset, choose this minus rating
to lessen your chance of hearing the track again.Press O and select Stored OD, Track Action, Delete
System Track from the menu.http://ehomerealestate.org/images/commander-vhf-1200-manual.xml

bose lifestyle 38 service manual, bose lifestyle 38 service manual pdf, bose lifestyle 38
service manual download, bose lifestyle 38 service manual free, bose lifestyle 38
service manual online.

Notice theres noidentifiable o rdertowhatplays n otbyCDsthatwerestored first,norby common artistor
genre. I tsmorelikeafreewheeling stream oftracksyoumayor maynot haveheard recently. 4.
WhileinStored source, p ressing a numbered b utton from2 to 9 moves intoa different preset. T
hemusicplaying willchange when thathappens. Note You can give each preset a name, up to 8 letters
long, for the person or reason for using it. How to completely clear the Playlist To use the Playlist
again, for a different purpose, you may want to remove all the tracks listed there now. Note Not all
DVDs offer the same features. For example, you can choose subtitles only if the disc provides
subtitle information. This also turns the system on if it is off.This tunes to the FM or AM station that
was last selected. Changing stations If you want. The removal is then complete. To reassign a preset
to a different station. You can also designate one of these compo nents as the video tuner channel
selector for all, to further simplify operation.Figure 9 TVbrand selection Choose the device code. By
following the instructions below, you can set the remote to control one or the other, but not both. If
you have both a VCR and a DVR, setting your remote to control the DVR will provide more control
options. Turn on the TV and be sure to select the Video Input on the TV for the media center.For
example, you may want to hear some or all of the system speakers playing, or boost the center
channel volume slightly. For this purpose, each audio source you use with this system has its own
Settings menu, with features appropriate to that source. You can adjust the settings differently for
each. Two of the attributes below are available only when the tuner is set to FM. Default Setting; or
AM Features Options Effect of this Setting. Select Stored as the
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source.http://www.svazarm.cz/files/commandobot-3-manual.xml

Stored Default Setting; Effect of this Setting Features Options uMusic Preset 1 or last selected
Varies with selection of a different preset 1 through 9, number, using the remote control. Three
attributes shown in italic type below appear in the DVD menu only if you have set Audio Processing
to User Adjustable in the Audio options of the System menu. There are no separate settings menus
for these sources. Four attributes shown in italic type below appear in the TV menu only if you have
set Audio Processing to User Adjustable in the Videooptions of the System menu. If your system
operates as you want it to, there may be no need for any changes. In some cases, however, changes
are required to make the system fully compatible with the installation options you have chosen.
Move right to see a preview of Stored CD features. Press the down button to move into an active
display of submenus.Track no default; specific to the CD Selection of this item brings up an editing
screen. May require pressing Enter t o see the options. Track Action Edit Selection of this item
brings up an editing screen. Move to a character and press Enter. Move to the next character and
press Enter. To place a space between words Spaces appear to the right of the last character in the
text line. Move to Space bar and press Enter. Move right to see a preview of video features. Press
the down button to move into an active display of submenus. Figure Important Note DO NOT change
settings for Com Videopreview ponent video or Progressive scan in the System menu. Move right to
see a preview of media center features. Press the clown button to move into an active display of
submenus. Figure Media Center preview Default Settings;. Move right to see a preview of remote
control. Figure Remote Control preview Default Settings;. Move right to see a preview of DVD Lock
features. Figure 22 DVD Lock Menu Default Setting;. However, the switches inside the remote
battery case may be changed as needed, too.

Additional remotes for use in other rooms may need their switches changed, too.See the address and
phone number list included with your system. See your product registration card for details. Please
be sure to fill out the information section on the card and mail it to Bose. If your license terminates,
you agree to cease any and all use of the Technology or Data. Bose, its vendors and licensors reserve
all rights in the Technology, including all ownership rights. You agree that the vendors and licensors
of Bose may enforce their rights under this Agreement directly in their own name. Learn more or
change settings here. Just type your request belowQuick tip Try searching for just one or two words
e.g., connection help. On Off Mute All Mute On Off Mute All Mute. Input On Off. On OffStored TV.
InputRubber feet for cube speakers. On Off. Note You may need other cables and adapters to
complete your home theater setup. Bose recommends a maximum distance of 3 feet 1 m from the
edge of the TV screen so that the sound does not become too separated from the picture. You may
wish to vary this distance based on room conditions and personal preference. Center speaker
placement. The center speaker sound should seem to come directly from the center of the picture.
Note For convenience, until your system is completely installed, you may wish to place the media
center where you have easy access to its rear connection panel. Display window Make sure you can
see this information while using your system. English. Refer to the Bose address list included with
your system.Speaker connections to the Acoustimass module Left. Front speakers Center. Right.
Surround speakers Left RightPower adapter cordTo connect to this service, contact your cable TV
provider for assistance. Note Make sure that the cable radio installation includes a signal splitter so
that only the FM radio band, not the cable TV band, is received by the media center.

Composite video connectionTurn the Acoustimass module POWER switch to on.Power connection for
the media center. Media center power supply Be sure the power supply cord is fully extended; it
serves as the remote control antenna. DC power jack. Media center connection panel. Installing the
remote control batteries. ADAPTiQ calibration headset. EnglishUsing the AdaptiQ calibration
headset. Test the sensor and enable the feature. Cable TV, satellite, or antenna cable TVFigure 21.
VCR connectionConnect the VCR to the VIDEO IN jack on the media center. If that jack is
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unavailable, connect the VCR directly to the TV. Component video connection. Note To make the
connections shown in the diagram below, you will need additional cables. Connecting a game
console English. Connect a game console directly to an available TV input. See Figure 24. Figure 24.
Connecting a game console. See your operating guide for instructions on using the system menus.
Figure 27. Digital audio and other media center panel connections. That is, the component is
connected to the media center, but placed where it cannot receive the IR signals from the media
center. Before using them, refer to instructions in your Operating Guide. Limited warranty. Please
do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For
this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock.
Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat
reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer
to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you
have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser.

Translate this page Relevant AUDIO forum topics BOSE bekotesi rajz Legyszi legyszi ha valaki
tudnasegiteni egy BOSE AMP2440as erosito bekoteseben,azt nagyon szepen megkoszonem. Ez AUDI
A3asbol van, a steker nincsmeg. Basszus vegfoka 23mp mulva megfut vagy pozitivba vagy negativba
ha nincs a hangszoro rarakva, hangszoroval azonnal letilt, amikor a kimeneten eljut DC 4Vig a
vedelem lekapcsolja relevel az erositot. Mikor a MUTE hibat kerestem, volt olyan eset is, hogy nem
futott meg a kimenet es szolt a basszus rendesen, de ujboli bekapcsolaskor ha nem halkitottam le a
potit akkor kikapcsolt a rele, ha lehalkitottam akkor jo lett, de nagyon susogott, arra hasonlitott mint
amikor FM radio nincs az allomason, van egy kozos mute tranzisztor az kapcsolja az osszes tobbit,
ha azt kiszedtem akkor is megmaradt a susogas, szerintem visszafele jott valamelyik oldalrol ezert
szedtem ki mindegyik oldalrol a tranzisztorokat, nem akartam bajlodni vele, hogy honnet jon a
susosgas vissza. Mi lehet a gond Bose Sounddock 1 tapegyseg csati Sziasztok. Egy baratom megkert,
hogy talaljak vagy gyartsak egy tapegyseget a Bose dokkolojahoz. Sajnos az eredetiket aranyarban
adjak, igy gyartanom kell egyet. Talatam is egy elegans kis 4 pines csatit, de fennakadtam az eredeti
csatlakozo labkiosztasan. Talaltam egy rajzot de nem tudom eldonteni, hogy a kabelen levot
abrazolja, vagy a dokkoloban levot. Ha valakinek dolga volt ilyennel, es tudna segiteni, kerem ne
tartsa vissza magat. Koszonom.. Bose Lifestyle CD20 FLC kijelzo halvany Sziasztok! A fenti
keszuleknek halvany a kijelzese. Eleg erdekesen van megoldva a kijelzo tapfesze, sokban fugg a
bejovo 12VAC feszultsegtol. Kerdesem az lenne, hogy a futest probaljam emelni, vagy a 24Vot. A
D8on a 30V is kevesebb, de az AC 4.5V is. Melyik befolyasolja jobban a fenyerot. A futes, vagy a
negativ tapfesz Udv Jacint Similar manuals You can write in English language into the forum not
only in Hungarian.

Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Estimated delivery dates opens in a new window or tab include sellers dispatch time, and will
depend on postal service selected. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn
More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in
a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window
or tab See the sellers listing for full details. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you
receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer
opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Contact the seller
opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid
postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 9. We may receive commission if your



application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit approval. We may
receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Use only replacement parts
that have critical characteristics recommended by the manufacturer. 2.Make leakage current or
resistance measurements to determine that exposed parts are accept ably insulated from the supply
circuit before returning the unit to the customer. Any current measured must not exceed 0.5
milliamp.

Reverse the unit power cord plug in the outlet and repeat test. ANY MEASUREMENTS NOT WITHIN
THE LIMITS SPECIFIED HEREIN INDICATE A POTENTIAL SHOCK HAZARD THATMUST BE
ELIMINATED BEFORE RETURNING THE UNIT TO THE CUSTOMER. B. Insulation Resistance Test
Cold Check1 Unplug the power supply and connect a jumper wire between the two prongs of the
plug. 2 Turn on the power switch of the unit. 3 Measure the resistance with an ohmmeter between
the jumpered AC plug and each exposed metallic cabinet part on the unit. ELECTROSTATIC
DISCHARGE SENSITIVE ESDS DEVICE HANDLING This unit contains ESDS devices. We
recommend the following precautions when repairing, replacing or transporting ESDS devices
Perform work at an electrically grounded work station. Wear wrist straps that connect to the station
or heel straps that connect to conductive floor mats. Avoid touching the leads or contacts of ESDS
devices or PC boards even if properly grounded. Handle boards by the edges only. Connection to a
Bose link amplifier. Guia de uso. Notice d’utilisation. A markEnglish. Please read this owner’s guide.
Please take the time to follow this guide carefully. It will help you set up and operate your system
properly and enjoySave both the Install Guide and the Operating Guide for future reference.
WARNING To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose the system to rain or moisture.
Espanol. WARNING This apparatus shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing, and objects filled
with liquids, such as vases,As with any electronic products, use care not to spill liquids in any part of
the system. Francais.

The lightning flash with arrowhead symbol, within an equilateral triangle, alerts the user to the
presence ofThe exclamation point within an equilateral triangle alerts the user to the presence of
important operatingCAUTION Use of controls or adjustments or performance of procedures other
than those specified herein may resultThe compact disc player should not be adjusted or repaired by
anyone except properlyCAUTION No naked flame sources, such as lighted candles, should be placed
on the apparatus. Class 1 laser product. The DVD player contained within the media center is
classified as a CLASS 1 LASER. The CLASS 1 LASER PRODUCT label isClass B emissions limits. This
Class B digital apparatus meets all requirements of the Canadian InterferenceCausing Equipment
Regulations. Batteries. Please dispose of used batteries properly, following any local regulations. Do
not incinerate. Additional safety information. See the additional instructions on the Important Safety
InstructionsNo part of this work may be reproduced, modified, distributed or otherwise used without
prior written permission. Manufactured under license from Dolby Laboratories. “Dolby” and the
doubleD symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Confidential. All rights reserved. This
product contains one or more programs protected under international and U.S. copyright laws as
unpublished works. They are confidentialTheir reproduction or disclosure, in whole or in part, or the
production of derivative works therefrom without the express permission of Dolby Laboratories is
prohibited. Copyright 19921996 by Dolby Laboratories, Inc. MPEG Layer3 audio compression
technology licensed by Fraunhofer IIS and THOMSON multimedia.Music recognition technology and
related data are provided by Gracenote and the Gracenote CDDB music recognition service.
Gracenote isFor more information visit www.gracenote.com. Gracenote and CDDB are registered
trademarks of Gracenote.

The Gracenote logo and logotype, the Gracenote logo, CDDB logo and logotypeWhere to
find.Component video or progressive scan activating your selection......................Respond actively to



speed up the learning process.............................Use of this copyright protection technology must
beMacrovision Corporation. Reverse engineering or disassembly is prohibited. Consumers should
note that not all high definition television sets are fully compatible with this product and may cause
artifacts to be displayedThis product incorporates copyright protected technology and other
intellectual property rights owned by Cirrus Logic, Inc.Use of this copyright protected technology is
limited solely to use withReverse engineering or disassembly is prohibited.Guides. You may not
download The Guides; any use shall be subject to all restrictions applicable thereto and contained
therein. You agree to indemnify,How the uMusicTM intelligent playback system works for you. Use
the selection and rating buttons as you like. EspanolEspanol. ContentsWelcome. What discs you can
play. Regarding copy protection. Music and other content may be protectedFrancais. The system can
play the following types of discs having the corresponding logos. All tracks are burned in a single,
closed session and in ISO9660 disc format. Each file nameThe file tag is no higher than ID3 ID3v2.
Check for region number compatibility. For any DVD player and DVD disc to be compatible, their
region numbers must match. These numbers are assigned according to where the player and disc
are sold. Check the region number on the bottom of the media center included with yourFor
example, a Region 1 DVD andGlossary of audio termsFor example, if a TV picture has an aspect ratio
of 43 read as 4The two standard TV aspectCompatible with most televisions and other video
components, composite video cables use RCA jacks.Dolby Digital is the most common means of
encodingEnglishEspanolFrancais.

This is a compressed audio format that allows the recordingEurope.DVDvideo players can use the
horizontal offset encoded withA common form of digital audio signal.This format is not compatible
with allRequires the use of an SvideoNot only does it store your personal CD collection, the uMusic
intelligent playback systemUnderlying this new feature is the capacity to store all of the tracks from
hundreds of your. CDs in the system. The actual quantity depends on the number and length of
tracks on each. CD. Used as a personal music library, this feature saves you the time spent
physically arranging and searching through your collection. How you can tell the system to “Do as I
do.”. That’s right, you get to instruct this new music system to play what you want, when youBut
giving it instructions requires very little effort. Just react to your stored music as it playsDon’t be
concerned about doing it right, either, because anything you do is undoable. ForThis choice gets the
system to narrow its focus ofBut whenever you press the uMusic button again,It tells the systemBut
you canOver time, the system adjusts the type of music it plays when your preset is selected, inAnd
you don’t need to worry that any response youAll of your early choices and decisions are easily
overridden, if you like. So don’t hesitate to tell the system just what you think now. Feel free
toWhatever that mood is, letting it be known helps the system come closer and closer to playing
exactly what you’d choose.if you still had to.It offers immediate access and uninterrupted play, so
you can enjoy far more of your favoriteAnd, as if it is listening along with you, theEspanolEnglish.
The CDs you have amassed over the years are an expression of your taste in music. The onesAnd the
tracks youGetting your music into the system. Before you can enjoy these benefits, some preparation
is required. It involves use of theNote Your system is designed to store the tracks of regular CDs
only.

It will not store MP3If an inappropriate disc type is in the disc tray when the StoreEspanol. Here’s
how to beginStoreFrancais. StoreWhen it reaches 100% and displays the text AUDIO CD STORED,
remove the disc andFor more detail, see Planning time to store youTips on storingBut don’t worry,
this DJYou can do this in the. System menu, under Stored CDs. Note For information on how to use
the System menu, refer to “Making system adjustments” onPlanning time to store your music.
Storing entails two actions placing the tracks from each CD in a holding area and processingThis
frees up the holding area. While the holding area is temporarily full, no more storage is possible. As
an indicator, the media center displays the message BUSY PROCESSING CDS. If you turn the
system off, this processing goes faster. If you choose to use the system while itIf your CD collection



is extensive, plan on several sessions to store all the tracks. ConsiderEnglish. How much time to
allow for storing CDsHow many CDs you can store. What you can listen to while storing
CDsEspanolBut, if you have theWe know that the time spent sorting through CDs to locate the tracks
you prefer simplyNow, almost instantaneously, the uMusic system can do thatWhy presets are
important. The uMusic system provides Presets 1 to 9 ready and waiting to provide each member
ofBy using an exclusive preset, each listener helps this intelligent system distinguish their individual
reactions to what it plays. Consider each preset a center point for that person’s musical taste.

Over time, the center may shift, as changes in taste and listening habits are notedFeel free to assign
the presets as you like, give each one a name, and press just one buttonConsider the benefits of
reserving aFor the preset selected, both the number and its name, if any, appear on the media
centerNote If several family members store their CD tracks on the system, be sure each one has
anFor smaller households, it makes sense to change presets for different activities during your day.
Just remember that no preset is locked into its assignment. At any time, you can completelyAnd you
are free to use one and only one preset forever, if that’s what youEnglish. Switch from one to
another easily. Pressing one or two buttons is all it takes.Espanol. With your preset selected, do
what you normally do while listening. No matter which actions above you take while listening, the
system continues to select fromYour preset keeps track of these responses, so theYet, for tracks you
rate negatively, aOnly by deleting a track fromNote To name a preset, or delete a track from the
system, select the appropriate option fromTake advantage of the system intelligence. As it stores
and processes the tracks from your CDs, this system draws information about theThis data includes
the name of each track, performingAs a further benefit, Bose issues update discs to keep the music
databases current. So evenSending in the Product Registration card included with your system is
very important.Using either method identifies you as the system owner who shouldData on each disc
copies to the systemBe sure to fill out your card, or the online form, and return it to Bose. Beyond
just storing this data for your use, however, the system also allows you to edit it toFor instance, if
the embedded data classifiesFor any CDs not covered by the database created at home orFor details
on what information can be added or changed and how to make those changes,The remote control.
EnglishSimply press any button.

There is no need to aimPower and mute. Turns the system on and off. Mutes the volume for all
connected speakers main and in other rooms. Mutes or unmutes the volume in the current
room.Turns the system on and selects the builtin disc player as the source.Turns the system on and
selects an AUX source connected to the media center. Turns the system on and selects the TV
connected to the media center as theWhen the remote has been set to do so, scrolls through the TV
inputs, allowing for selection of the input used to connect the media center to the TV. Turns the
system on and selects a cable box or satellite receiver connected to theTurns your system on and
elects the VCR connected to the media center as theVCR so that it will turn these devices on or off.
To do that, refer to “Using your system remoteUntil then, simply turn on the TV or component using
itsSource and input selectionEnglish. Menu and program selection. Enters the library of stored CD
tracks. Enters or exits the Settings menu for the current source. Enters or exits the System menu.
Enters or exits the menu of the DVD disc that is currently loaded. Enters the main menu of a cable
or satellite box. Exits the Settings and System menus and the Library and Info screens. Selects the
previous or next item in a menu list. Enters submenus or confirms the selection of a menu item.
Move up, down, left, or right in a menu or screen. Select a DVD chapter, CD track, radio station, TV
channel or, stored musicAlso changes System and Settings menu items, when numbers apply.
Displays or exits the cable or satellite information window, if available. Pressing and holding this
button until the change is apparent, removesPressing this button also opens a screen on the TV, if
the TV input isThis screen provides details on the storedSelection adjustment. Skip backward or
forward to the next CD track, DVD chapter, radio presetEspanol. Raise or lower the volume of the
current source.



Seek backward or forward to the next strong radio station, CD track, DVDPlayback
optionsImmediately moves on to a new track if a negative rating is applied. For further information
on rating stored music, refer to “Respond actively to speedQueues up and plays stored music that
most closely matches the style of the currentPlays the tracks from a specific CD when it is pressed
just before pressing thePlays all the tracks, if any, assigned to a playlist. Can be used with additional
playFor further information on using a playlist, refer to “Use the Playlist to line up tracksSkips from
the track most recently playing to the first track on the CD of origin andStops CD, DVD, or stored
music play. For DVDs and VCDs only, the system remembers the point where the music stopped.
Pressing again clears that memory. Pauses CD, DVD, or stored music play. Starts CD, DVD, or stored
music play. Skip back or forward to the start of a track. Enter control of DVD play rate. Or, when
pressed and held, scan backward or forward through the current. CD or MP3 disc. Plays CD tracks
in random order. Press Shuffle again to cancel this mode. Repeats a whole CD or track, DVD
chapter, or DVD title. Press Repeat againIf the remote does not work as you expect. If your system
does not respond when you press a button on the remote, it could be time toEspanol. In some
buildings, you may experience “dead spots” where the remote control will notIf the batteries are fine
and the suggestions concerning “dead spots,” above do not work,Francais. The media center. The
disc tray and system controls are located under the front panel door of the media center. To the
right of that is the display window Figure 1. An IR signal emitter, located below the media center
controls, enables you to control other. Avoid blocking that emitter, so its signal will haveFigure 1.
Display window. Headphone jack. Front view of the mediaDisc tray. IR emitter. Controls.


